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The CIA created and accumulated from other sources a huge array of malware and cyber
attack capability capable of stealing information from any individual, any government, any
corporation, any intelligence agency and either leaving no trace or leaving a “fingerprint” of
an innocent party.

The CIA, being arrogant and incompetent, lost control over its monster which escaped and
now is in the hands of we know not who. Floating around the Internet, it  was sent to
WikiLeaks.

Listen to Julian Assange’s explanation of the capability of the CIA’s spyware, which includes
end runs around encryption. 

The  presstitute  media’s  response  was  not  outrage  over  the  CIA’s  criminal  behavior,
compounded by its incompetence in failing to keep the package from escaping. Rather, the
US media turned on Julian Assange for making known what we need to know.

Brian Ross, the chief presstitute at ABC, wanted to know if WikiLeaks took money from
Russia. Andrea Mitchell, faithful to the CIA, quickly got former CIA director Michael Hayden
on  TV  to  agree  with  her  that  “Wikileaks  has  struck  again”  and  revealed  information
damaging to the US about the CIA’s foreign intelligence operations. You can see what a
great lie Andrea and Hayden have conspired to tell by listening to Assange explain the
information delivered into his hands.

The American print and TV media are servants of the police state. This makes the US media
the principal threat that Americans face. The US media is the handmaiden of war, the police
state, lies, and evil. The presstitutes have no shame over their lack of integrity and the risk
of thermo-nuclear war to which they expose humanity.
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